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February 1, 1971 

Dear ~itty: 

I have asked Mike Morgan to deliver this 
letter and to add his ords to mine. You have been 
creating a very difficult situation in relation to 
Millard Meiss, and I i;ure you are aware of it. It 
vould be much more ngreeable for 11 of us if you would 
find it possible to come to •ome reasonable ·rrlltlgement 
about this matter, but in the absence of such, I cnn 
only say th.at the Meisses will seek legal redress against 
what they consider au intolerable situation. 

Sincerely your , 

Carl ltaysen 

Mre • J . Robert Oppenhe.imer-
63 Mnwell Laue 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
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January 19, 1971 

Dear Hillard: 

I am sorry t.o hear of your further troubles 
:with your neigh~r, I underseand tlust you will have 
~ome peace for a While, ~t least• because she has again 
left Princeton. While I vill try ouc• again to persuade 
her that tbe part of \/iadOJD would be to set a different 
dog, in the eiid l ~ uo power iu this matter. ltitty 
is tbe lnatituteis tenant. but I dontt think that re
lationship give• us ony l~gal power, and 1 ldlovi from 
experience that she is Unlikely to be responsi'Vll to 
trrgumente based on goOd will. Accordingly, I auggest 
that you go to the court• aDd eil!lply seek civil relief 
in the. usual way 11hould that prove necessary. 

Sincerely. 

Carl ltnysen 

Prtlfess~r Millard Me.iss 
Insti tute for Advmu:ed Study 
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Dear Mr . Rdd.Bsrs 

43 Maxwell Lane 
Princeton, New Jersey 
July 7, 1970 

I enclose the material on the Oppenheimer house 
about which I spoke with you on the phone. 

I am not sure 1f you saw our house before th~irs 
was built in front of us . We had thought long and hard before 
moving onto Institute land from our house on Pretty Brook 
because qu1et is so essential to Prof . Me iss• work. We 
moved only when it seemed quite certain that the area was 
so settle1that we could plan a house and his study in such 
a way that he would be assured. of the quiet that he must 
have. At first we were going to bu~ two lots from the 
Institute (acre zoning here·) but 1n the end bought only 
about one ante.ch:ttd, being assured bythe manager, Mr . 

r -· Morgan that we might as well let the Institute hold. the 
remainder of the acreage which would be of no use to us 
and which he assured us would never be changed . It was 
just a wild woodlot and we a·greed to keep it in order. 
At that t1 1~1 e in addition to absolute peace we had a 
charmi ng v1ew - over a hundred and s eventy feet looking 
down over the fields to the Farmed ared and Fuld Hall 
of the IMst1tute. IN the nearer d&stance was a little 
old stone house with a tower which ·usually housed two 
adult couples 1n the winter and was empty in the sw.amer. 
E mention this because of course the SUl!ll!ler when w1ndo\'ts 
are opeB is the time that nois~yneighbors would Be mhe 
greatest yhreat. Beyond the stone house was a little 
old white faro house, far from us, but also usually empty . 

After Robert Oppenheimer rese$gned as director 
of the Institute the Board of Trustees voted to build 
him a house since he would have to move out of the 
directors house. The matter of finding a location that 
suited Mrs. Oppenheimer was not easy and shortly the 
matter was greatly coae-icated by the ~n~~ledge that 
Prof. Oppenheimer had cancer, and was very seriously 111. 
Thrashing aroijnd. in an effort to quickly find a site that 
would su1t Mrs. Oppenheimer , there ca.me the idea of tearing 
down the three houses ( I only mentioned two because one 
was hidden by the ston house and we d1d not.see it) between 
our house and the Institute and create thus a large tract 
for a..~ Oppenheimer residence. 
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Th1s occurred 1n March of 1966 ( see my husb:d•s 
first letter;. l~e should probably have consulted you at once 
about our legal position for there was certainly an 
immediate and large deter1or1ation 1n the actual value of 
our property as1de from other damages. But in view of Dr. 
Oppenheimer's illness we dec1ed to try to go along with the 
plan and as you w111 see attempt1ng only to pyotedt P'of, e-cr 
Me1ss 1 working cond it1ons - which as a professor at -the 
Insttttte seemed a reasonable demand.. As you will see 
from the architect's letter of April 4th the ~).ut1on was 
to enlose the pool with a wall and a roof. ' 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

"\ 

"\ 

( ) 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES 
May 2, 1968 

Dr. Carl Kays en 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Carl, 

r ~,,, -v t« .. -....... 
/!' .... t::: > •• '7 . t..-'i 

For the record I wish to ref er to a 
statement in the letter to me last July from 
Mike Morgan. I .did not accept the change 
i n t he desig~ upon for the pool and 
the continuous wood fence. For reasons 
which I believe are respectable but may have 
been disadvantageous to me, I did not object. 

When thinking about the problem please 
remember t hat we wish to prune up the large 
spruce tree so as to~apture a very small 
part of what we have lost. I would expect 
that a shift southward of part of t he fence 
would be accompanied by an understanding that 
no planting would be done north of the fence 
in its new location. Unless that is agreed 
upon we mi ght irmnediately face the same old 
difficulty in another form. 

Sincerely, 

Millard Meiss 

MM: le 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED ST UDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

T elephonc-609-924-4400 

THE DIRECTOR April 16, 1968 

Memorandum for the Record 

Conversation with Professor Meiss i n the Director's Office on the 
morning of April 15, 1968. 

Professor Meiss raised some questions about Mrs . Oppenheimer's 
dogs and other problems of neighborly relations. 

1. I agreed, in view of these problems, that the Meisses should 
construct a wood fence (for which the Institute would bear half the 
cost) running for as far along the boundary of the two pr operties 
as seemed necessary to shut out sight and sound of the dogs and other 
activities on the Oppenheimer side, and I stated that the Institute, 
as the land owner on the Oppenheimer site, would have no objection 
to the fence's being over 6 ft. 11 in. in height if this proved 
necessary to accomplish the purpose . Professor Meiss agreed to take 
the responsibility for ordering the construction, and setting t he 
line of the fence, and also said he would let me know what the 
proposal was so that I could inform Mrs. Oppenheimer before con
struction. We agreed that the exact location of the fence should 
be dete rmined in terms of existing planting and without too careful 
regard for the previous pr oper t y lines, given t he Institute's interest 
in both properties. I further suggested that it might be useful to 
explore the possibility of planting between the pr oposed new fence 
and the existing wire fence. 

2. I agreed that at a suitable early date we would look into the 
quest ion of changing the line of the wire fence where it now goes 
to the left of the large tree on the Meiss property in such a way as 
to be highly obtrusive and t o intrude onto what had been a protected 
view. Further, I indicated that this problem would be dealt with by 
the end of the summer. 

3. At some point I will raise with Mrs. Oppenheimer the question of 
the number, size, ferocit y , and audibility of her dogs . 

/)if_ . 
Ca~aysen 

cc: Mr. Morgan 

Copy filed in Institute General - Oppenheimer House 
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July 26, l9b7 

HEMORANDU!-1 for; Professor 1ci¥B 

FROM: Hinot C. l.oraau, J~. 

SUBJECT: Oppenheill:cr llou3~ 

Dear Professor Meiss: 

Pursuant to our conversation yesterday, the Iostitute 
will proceed w.ith planting au<l cvnstruction on the proptrt:y 
now occupied by ..irs. Oppo heir.let~ as follows! 

l. In thOE:;c: pl:ic~s wi.1.:re the new, four-foot wire fence 
is visible in an uupleasant ~ay, we will pleut ivy, or eome 
other fast-growing vice 1 to cover it. 

2. We will proceed wit• the coustructiou .... £ llil acou.:itica.1 
wall, at>proximately uight feet iu h·ight, on the corth sit!c 
of the pool, wit.1 01 short return oc tile west. sitie of tbe pool. 
The wall will be coo.struct:ed cf ti1c S<llilt! siding th.at was USdd 

on the house, rltil poste on cent~r. and the si~i.;1g facing 
botu you and t!le house. 

3. We vill ;scre .... n i1ith a cadar fence, or plautinz, tha 
unsightly filter mcchruiis~. 

As I salJ yesterday, I am v ry grateful that you ar~ 
willing to accept thia modification of th.,. <lra ... inga that Mr. 
Longstruth shv:JeJ you last y~ar, ano it is unuer9tood t hat if 
the acoustical treatm.eut ~ not successful, we will discuae 
mor~ drastic measures . 

MCl:jws 

copy to; Dr. Kayseu. 

copies filed as follows: 1) 
2) 

Cordi:llly youcs ~ 

Hinot C. Horgan~ Jr. 

Faculty- -Professor Meiss ~ 
Institute General- - Oppenheimer House 
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March 2J, 1966 

fo the Comm1ttee on Buildings and Grounds 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Gentlemen: 

I write this letter with great reluctance 
and only because I see no alternative. ?-ly wife and 
I wish to believe that the unpleasant problem which 
has suddenly been thrust upon us originates in 
Robert Oppenheimer's illness rather than in thought
lessness towards a new neighbor. 

We were informed about two weeks a go of the 
r adical changes immediately in front of our house. 
Demolition began at once, and today we were informed 
we might see the plot plan of the projected new 
house. We are discouraged by the unfriendly manner 
of the procedure and troubled l~' ·:;he plan . 

When my wife and I placed our present home 
three years ago we had every reason to believe 
that the charming and historic house to the south 
of us, inhabited for years by the members of the 
Institute, was a fixed and stab~e structure, and 
we were assured that families with children would 
not normally be assigned to it. Now we are faced 
not only with the demolition of this house but 
with the erection of a new one closer to the front 
of our own. The proximity of the proposed new 
house does not conform with the pattern established 
in this neighborhood of scientists and scholars. 

Our greatea:distress is caused by the placing 
of the swimming pool. Though the Oppenheimers have 
a large lot and the a lternati ves were innumerable, 
the pool is placed close to our living rooms , and 
worse, my study. The fence indicated on the plan 
will presumably screen the swimmers fromnutual vi ew 
but it will not contain the noise that inevitably 
accompanies the use of a pool. This remark 1s not 
intended to be personal . We are regui.arly in 
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Princeton during the summer but the Oppenheimerss 
rarel~r have been here and others have been 
using their pool. The same observation would be 
i:rue a fort1orL if the house were to pass into other 
hands. Ash1ft of t~e pool to the south-easterly 
side of ~he house , where there is plenty of room, 
would take 1t away from the neighbors. 

I run not primarily protesting the loss of 
an amenity but a threat to my professional llfe. 
Since the Oppenheimers are destroying two houses 
and moving another to provide a site that they 
like I hope they - and if not they the Trustees -
will prove sympathetic to the interest of others 
in preserving what 1s essential to them. 

Faithfully yours, 

Mlllard Meiss 
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April 2, 1966 

Dear Mr. Longstreth: 

l'Ir. Horgan has given us a few hours ago the 
drawing of the plot and the schematic plan of the 
house. I would very much appreciate information on 
the following points, eigher tnnough drawings or 
a letter. 

1} Does the line aroudn the pool and the 
court represent a wall? If so, how high and of 
what materials? Will there be a gate in such a 
wall? (Mr. Morgan mentioned access to the pool 
only through the house). 

2) Is the roof over tt~.:.. p~ol of which Mr. 
1 

Morgan speaks permanent or removable? Doesit 
cover the pool completely? 1 

J) Is the indication of the location of t~e 
demo~ished house approximate or exact? 

I would be glad to know also something about 
the ~1ghts above grade, both of the house and 
the north enclosing wall. 

Very truly yours, 

Millard Meiss . 
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THADDEUS LONGSTRETH, A. I. A. 
ARCHITECT AND CONSULTANT 

112 HEATHER LA.NE . PRfNCETON . NEW JERSEY • TELEPHONC WAL.NUT •·3045 

April 4, 1966. 

Professor Millard Meiss 
4J Maxwell Lane 
Princeton Kew Jersey, 08540; 

Dear Professor Meiss, 

Thank you for your special delivery which arrived just now. I 
wish to hasten assurances on the following points in your letter: 

1) The line around the pool and the court does represent a wall. 
The top of the wall is ~lanned at the elevation of the bedroom 
roof eave or about 9'-6 1 above grade taken at the eave. The 
material around both sides of the pool is planned as masonry 
similar to what would be used for the fireplaces and chimnies. It 
is my recommendation, and the Oppenheimers have indicated approval, 
that it be similar in character and treatment to that which I have 
used for the southwest corner stair tower of the Princeton Public 
Library being constructed on Witherspoon Street. So far I have 
heard nothing but happy comments from many citizens on the appear
ance of this wall, and with planting against it, as the Oppenheimers 
are planning, it should look like a handsome garden wall. I have 
urged that the rest of the wall around the courtyard be of another 
material, such as redwood or cedar, to avoid any hint of monotony. 
There is no gate planned for the wall, and access to the pool would 
be only from the house itself. 

2) The roof would be over the entire area of the pool and its 
surrounding paved area. It would be permanent, non-movable 
installation. 

J) The indication ol the demolished stone house is taken directly 
off Van Note- Harvey Associates, Civil Engineers~ survey of February 
1966, and to the best of my knowledge is exact. 

The mean heieht above grade of the Living Room roof is 12 1 -411 as 
measured from the north side facing your home. The mean elevation 
of the Bedroom roof above grade is 10 1-411

, and of the Guest House 
is 9 1 -4 11

• 

I certainly wish to assure you that I am empathic with your concern 
and hope for not only a most beautiful and satisfying home for the 
Opp enheimers , but also one which will delight the entire neiehbor
hoo<l . 

Yours very sine erely ', L 
, 1/ ._ '. , 1 I~ .·, rq(,.L 

Thaddeus Longstreth 
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General Edward Greenbaum 
107 Mercer Street 
Princeton, N.J. 

Dear Mr. Chhirmen: 

April 11. 1966 

As I have already said to you, the new project 
for the Oppenheimer house contained 1n tll 0 dl·awil.lg:J 
I received on April 2nd and in the explanatory le~ter 
from the architect I received on April 5th removes 
the objections I expressed to you in my letter of 
March 2J. I refer to the location of the new house 
on the site of the demolished one, to t~e roofing 
and enclosure of the pool . ··11d to the permanently 
closed court around 1t. I venture topeJJl)ress my 
hope that since the new house will be 150 feet 
long h1gh trees will not be planted to the west of 
1t; they wou~ocompletely block our view. 

I am deeply grateful to you and to the 
committee for your concern with this problem. 

Faithfully yours, 

Millard Meiss 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER 

July 26, 1967 

MEMORANDUM for: Professor Meiss 

FROM: Minot C. Morgan, Jr. 

SU13JECT: Oppenheimer House 

Dear Professor Meiss: 

Pursuant to our conversation yesterday, the Institute 
will proceed with planting and construction on the property 
now occupied by Mrs. Oppenheimer, as follows: 

1. In those places where the new, four-foot wire fence 
is visible in an unpleasant way, we will plant ivy, or some 
other fast-growing vine, to cover it. 

2. We will proceed with the construction of an acoustical 
wall, approximately eight feet in height, on the north side 
of the pool, with a short return on the west side of the pool. 
The wall will be constructed of the same siding that was used 
on the house, with posts on center, and the siding facing 
both you and the house. 

3. We will screen with a cedar fence, or planting, the 
unsightly filter mechanism. 

As I said yesterday, I am very grateful that you are 
willing to accept this modification of the drawings that Mr. 
Longstreth showed you last year; and it is understood that if 
the acoustical treatment is not successful, we will discuss 
more drastic measures. 

Cordially yours, 

A;-~~ 
Minot C. Morgan, Jr. 

MCM:jws 

copy to: Dr. Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRIN CETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER September 25, 1967 

TO: Professors Meiss and Selberg 

FROM: M. C. Morgan, Jr. 

SUBJECT: Planting on the Oppenheimer Lot 

Gentlemen: 

In order to eliminate any further misunderstanding 
regarding our intentions with regard to planting on the Op
penheimer lot, let me try to spell out our threefold objectives: 

1. At the request of the Selbergs we intend to plant 
three or four evergreens which will form a screen 
for both visual and acoustical privacy between the 
Selberg house and that portion of the pool area 
which is not now screened by a wall. 

2. At the request of both neighbors and Mrs. Oppen
heimer herself we propose to plant various shrubs 
and vines to break up the rather stark view from 
various angles of the chain-link fence. 

3. In addition to the above, which will be ordered by 
the Institute in consultation with all three parties, 
Mrs. Oppenheimer will be doing additional planting 
on the lot. 

It is our further intention to accomplish all three 
of these objectives to the satisfaction of everyone concerned 
without violating the original agreement with the Meisses I' 

/l to protect their cone of view from their windows on the south 
to the open fields. To this end I am, this afternoon, putting 
up some stakes with Mr. Clark of the Howe Nurseries to identify 
this cone of vision on the Oppenhimer property so that any 
planting will not violate the agreement as to location or 
height. 

MCM/op 

cc: Mrs. Robert Oppenheimer 

Cordially yours, 

Minot C. Morgan, Jr. 
General Manager 
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